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JMD-E101P

JIMDOA makes you more attractive
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NAIL DRILL SYSTEM
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SPECLFLCATION

PRECAUTION

1.Input Voltage:AC 100V-240V DC 15 2A 

2.Output Voltage:DC3~15V

3.Power:45W

4.Weight:1kg

5.Dimension:L23*W17.5*H12 (cm)
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1.Do NOT disassemble the handpiece
2.Do NOT drop the handpiece
3.Do not work in a humid environment.
4.Operating Environment Humidity:30-75%
5.Operating Environment Temperature:+10℃~26℃
6.Turn o ffthe power when changing the bits
7.Make sure the power switch is o ffbefore plugging 
in the power cord to avoid an unexpected injury 
due to sudden start.
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SET AND OPERATION

   Turn left side clockwise until 
you hear it click into the place

   Insert the 3/32＂size bit 
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1.Set drill bits

Take out the original bit

Turn right side anti-clockwise 
to lock the bit tightly
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2. Operation Steps:

1, When pressing the on-off key ”       “, the battery capacity 

indicator light and “Jimdoa” logo show up together indicating 

that the product is ready to enter the working state.

2, When pressing the on-off key ”        “, the speed “00” 

display on the screen, and the machine enters the standby 

state. 

3, Press the on-off key ”        “ again, the machine stops 

working. At this time, and the speed display alternate light 

flashes to indicate that it is in standby mode.

4, When adjusting the rotary knob with clockwise rotation, it 

is the up shift to adjust 0-35(RPM*1000).

5, When adjusting the rotary knob with anti-clockwise 

direction, it is the down shift to adjust 35-0(RPM*1000).

6, When pressing the forward and reverse"        "key, the 

machine will enter R/F switching mode, R stands for reverse 

rotation and F stands for forward rotation. 

7, Do not use the machine for a long time, please connect the 

power adapter to charge the machine after finish the 

manicure work. 
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